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Editor’s note
Dear reader,
After some serious thinking, I’ve decided to step down as editor
of Edition. I’ve enjoyed producing what I think have been
interesting newsletters for you to read and enjoy. The newsletter
wouldn’t be possible without members volunteering their time
and skills to get these issues produced, so thank you to all who
have carved out time to help me out.
Below is the notice indicating our need for a new editor.
Please reply to Emily Dockrill Jones, the Newsletter Chair, if
you are interested or want more information about the position.
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Calling all editors! Edition is looking for a
motivated, energetic managing editor to deliver
six newsletters a year, starting in September.
The managing editor is responsible for finding
writers, copy editors, and proofreaders for each
issue, and making sure the production schedule
is adhered to and on track. If you’re looking
for managing editor experience, this is a perfect
opportunity to learn (or hone) those skills. If
interested, please contact emily.edits@gmail.com.
This position reports to, and is supported by,
the Newsletter Chair.
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For your day planner pages

Welcome new members!

Future program lineup:

As of May 2010, the Toronto branch has 612 members: 306
voting (including two honorary life members), 260 qualifying, 29
student members, and 15 emeritus members.

September 27, 2010: Our 2010–11 season will
be kicking off with a town hall meeting where
members will have the opportunity to provide
feedback and “blue-sky thinking” on the National
Executive Council’s “Editing EAC” proposal.
October 25, 2010: Our first business meeting
of the season will be followed by a program on
EAC Certification. Janice Dyer will update you on
the latest developments, offer tips for taking the
tests (coming up in November!), and answer any
questions you might have.
Please note that there are no meetings in
July and August.

New members are:
Elya Durisin
Leslie Finlay
Céline Forcier
Sarah Gibbons
Judy Hemming
Martha Hoyt
Namita Kumar
Ann Lau
Shane MacInnis

27 Carlton Street, Suite 507
Toronto, ON M5B 1L2
Branch Administrator: Brian Cardie
Tel. 416 975-5528 Fax 416 975-5596
email: toronto@editors.ca
website: www.editors.ca
Hours: 9
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pm

Monday to Thursday

Corina Koch MacLeod
Liliana Mihai
Guy De Marigny
Carrie Mumford
Ashley Newport
Alison Rashleigh
Megan Robinson
Calvin Schnurr
Marianna Tzabiras

		

Chair’s report

Chair’s report
By Rachel Stuckey

A

s you’ve read in these pages

before, your association is only as
strong as its volunteers. And if the
inaugural year of the President’s Award
for Volunteer Service is any indication, the
Toronto branch of the Editors’ Association
of Canada is going strong. As your new
branch chair (and representative to the
National Executive Council (NEC)), it
gives me great pleasure to congratulate the
Toronto branch winners of the President’s
Award—Randee Holmes, Krysia Lear,
Rosemary Tanner, and Ken Weinberg.
Congratulations must also go to Cy
Strom, first recipient of the Lee d’Anjou
Volunteer of the Year Award, and a
Toronto branch member. Of course, the
Montreal conference wasn’t just about
awards—it was also the site of the
association’s annual general meeting and
the occasion for the National Executive
Council to introduce their “Editing EAC”
discussion paper.
Distributed before the meeting, along
with the annual report, “Editing EAC” is
a proposal to open discussion about how
we organize and operate as an association.
The goal of the discussion is “blue-sky
ideas” (ambitious ideas that step away from
traditional and conventional thinking). Of

course, such a conversation could go on
until the proverbial cows come home, so
the NEC has wisely established a schedule
with a deadline—something we editors
respond to rather well.
In September, we will devote our branch
meeting to an “Editing EAC” town hall.
The NEC will incorporate feedback from
this and other branch meetings and prepare
for a referendum in February, allowing
for response and action at next year’s
AGM. To make it work, we all have to start
editing EAC, because even a six-month
schedule can fly by. If you haven’t already, I
encourage you to read the discussion paper
(available on the Members’ Area of the
EAC website, on the AGM 2010 page).
And while I hope many of you will be
able to make the branch town hall meeting
on September 27, I also invite you to send
your feedback directly to me at torontorep@
editors.ca—or to any member of the
Toronto branch executive—in advance
of the NEC quarterly meeting in early
September. xxzxx
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Seminar chair’s report

Seminar chair’s report
By Emily Dockrill Jones

A

I write this, there is a single
seminar left in the winter/spring
2010 season, and my time as
Seminars Committee Chair has officially
ended.
Over the past two years the committee,
along with the branch executive, has tried
very hard to update the seminar offerings
to better suit the needs of our members.
Since fall 2008, we have introduced 11
brand-new seminars and three substantially
revised ones. We are sure that this initiative
will continue under the direction of the
new Seminars Committee Co-Chairs. To
that end, should you have suggestions for
topics that would meet your professional
development needs, please forward them to
the co-chairs at toronto_br_pd_chair@editors.ca.
The new co-chairs will also be looking for
committee members and on-site hosts to
assist with the planning and delivery of next
season’s seminars. Volunteer duties have
been modified recently, so training will be
required for all volunteers, even those who
have served so well in the past. Training will
be held in late summer/early fall, so please
email if you are interested in becoming or
continuing as an on-site host to either the
seminars co-chairs (email address above) or
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the vice-chair (toronto_br_vice_chair@editors.ca)
by August 15, 2010.
Thank you to all of those volunteers who
have contributed to the past four seasons—
I have enjoyed my time as Seminars
Committee Chair, and I could not have
done it without your help! Thanks especially
to Randee Holmes, who so deftly handles
volunteer training and scheduling.
Thanks also to all of the instructors
and participants who helped make the last
four seasons so successful and enjoyable. I
hope you will continue to take part in EAC
Toronto seminars.
Have a great summer!. xxzxx

EAC Conference 2010

Conference 2010: An affair to remember
By E. Lisa Moses

A

EAC conference virgin, I
wasn’t sure what to expect. This
year’s experience in seductive
Montreal left me not only satisfied, but
also wanting more.
Set in the public library section of the
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du
Québec, EAC’s 2010 conference delivered
on its promise of Reflections: Editing
Content and Culture. Keynote speaker
Michael Redhill, publisher of the Canadian
literary magazine Brick, kicked off the 200delegate event by “hitting on exactly what
we’re thinking about,” said Julia Cochrane
from Wolfville, Nova Scotia. Describing
editors as “midwives, proxies, and stunt
doubles,” Redhill pointed out that they are
unseen heroes of content. While working
on content, editors are recognized, then
disappear. During their tasks, editors gain
authority from their profound grasp of a
writer’s intent and soul, and are content’s
only true friend. Redhill concluded by
encouraging editors to go deeper—more
profoundly and more invisibly—and
to do it with courage and love. And to
appreciate that it is a luxury for an editor
to contribute to culture.
s an

Sessions roundup
While I would have benefited from all
sessions—most filled to capacity or
overflowing—time constraints forced me
to make hard choices. So I selected three
that took me outside my own world.
We Are Family: Working with
Aboriginal Authors and Texts
(presenter: Donald Ward)
Aboriginal authors have begun creating
literature from acquired wisdom passed
down orally for thousands of years. Ward
has developed this five-point survival
guide for editing aboriginal work, from
more than a decade of working with First
Nations authors and texts:
1. Permission. Writers must speak on
behalf of the aboriginal community,
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2.
3.
4.
5.

so their voices must be communal.
Editors should be aware that changes
require permission from that community.
Understanding and sympathy. Editors
need to preserve writers’ voices and be
careful with interpretation.
Suspension of disbelief. Keep in mind
that aboriginal culture is never far from
the supernatural.
Respect for spirituality. Aboriginal
spirituality is integrated into all parts of
First Nations life and culture.
Humility. Storytelling elders practise selfeffacement; editors should emulate this.

Feng Shui for Your Workplace
(presenter: Debra Huron)
This interactive workshop taught me that feng
shui, which means “wind and water,” is part of
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), which also
includes acupuncture, herbal medicine, exercise,
astrology, and diet. Huron grouped workshop
participants into pairs to sketch their office
layouts and discuss them with their partners. She
explained the feng shui bagua, a “map” for each
space that divides it into zones for key aspects of
life.
No More Pencils, No More Books:
Editing for and in Educational
New Media (presenters: Charlotte
Morrison-Reed and Rachel Stuckey)
The new paradigm for educational publishing
is clearly for the brave, since it goes where few
have gone before. Based on digital network
technologies, this shift presents vast editorial
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opportunities for media editors who
are comfortable “dealing with the illdefined, are excellent problem-solvers,
and are confident in their abilities.” But
they do need to understand new tools
and develop new skill sets.
According to Stuckey and MorrisonReed, new media editors need to
change how they work, learn a new
vocabulary, and grasp new concepts.
Editors still manage content, but they
should get clarity on job functions. For
example, jobs such as media editor,
production editor, content editor, or
product editor may or may not overlap.
The work is often “piecework”—you
don’t always see text flow in context,
since pages are pieced together at
different times. The textbook may not
be gone, but it has been transformed.
People and Places
This was truly a multicultural
conference, with delegates coming
from as far away as France and
Barbados. Sandra Reid, staff writer and
editor for The Barbados Light & Power
Co. Ltd., hit upon EAC’s conference
in search of professional development
opportunities in Canada. She found
several sessions particularly helpful,
including “Eight-Step Editing.”
Isobel Stevenson, the only EAC
member from Windsor, Ontario,
collects older versions of The Chicago
Manual of Style to send to Africa, where

EAC Conference 2010
editors have few resources or professional
standards. (To donate your Chicago
stylebook, contact her at isobel.stevenson@
langhampartnership.org.) Stevenson works
online with clients in Africa, India, and
other countries and has handled writers’
grant applications from around the world,
including Croatia, Jamaica, and Singapore.
In projects for her main client, U.K.-based
Langham Partnership International, she has
coordinated writing across Africa, editing
and proofreading in Canada, typesetting in
New Zealand, and printing on high-quality
paper from Myanmar in China.
Merrie-Ellen Wilcox of Victoria, British
Columbia, a former EAC president, noted
that the francophone presence underlined
the association’s scope as a national
organization. Maureen Nicholson of Bowen
Island, British Columbia, Susie Rance of
Kingston, Ontario, Marion Kennedy of
Ottawa, Christine Hastie from Saint-Bruno,
Quebec, and Prairie Provinces branch chair
Paul Payson echoed what many others
had said: freelancers can get isolated, so
coming to the conference is an opportunity
to connect in person with kindred spirits
and professional colleagues. They also
appreciated the warm, open conversations
and gregarious delegates.
The vendor fair, Exclamation Mart,
offered useful, delicious, and amusing
products and services, among them a
“matchmaker.” Persnickety Editing—an
online editing service that connects

freelance editors with clients around the
world—will be launching on August 16.
Qualified editors can sign up then for $40 at
www.persnicketyediting.com.
On Sunday night, the conference ended
with a bang. The sold-out awards banquet
at the Institut de tourisme et d’hôtellerie
Québec (Quebec Tourism and Hotel
Institute on rue Saint-Denis forayed into
unique food (including a yellow beet
appetizer), presented opportunities to meet
more people, and applauded EAC member
contributions to the profession.
After a splendid dessert I walked back to
my hotel through the Latin Quarter amid
the usual partying—bands playing, hookahs
bubbling, fashionistas posing, U of M
students carousing. An
�����������������������
affair to remember,
indeed. xxzxx
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Déjà fini? Le congrès 2010 en français
par Nancy Foran

Q

Montréal
ensoleillé et les réviseurs
assemblés. J’ai eu le plaisir
d’assister au séminaire offert par Louise
Saint-André, « Tour de la question :
la révision de A à Z ». J’étais la seule
réviseure de Toronto, mais j’ai passé une
journée agréable et enrichissante dans la
compagnie de mes collègues du Québec et
de Gatineau-Ottawa.
Samedi nous a apporté l’AGA, et
quatre propositions importantes pour les
francophones.
En premier lieu, les membres ont voté en
faveur de la création d’un comité d’études
sur la faisabilité d’une section francophone
pancanadienne. La proposition, issue de
discussions entre les membres du collectif
francophone de la section Région de la
capitale nationale, a été faite par Christian
L’Écuyer.
Nous avons aussi maintenant une
directrice des affaires francophones à
l’exécutif national. L’exécutif en avait fait la
proposition, et l’assemblée a voté en faveur.
Anna Olivier (section Québec/Atlantique)
a participé à la nomination des candidats,
soit Christian L’Écuyer et Carolyne Roy

10

uel bon congrès!
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(section Québec/Atlantique). Carolyne a
été élue. Christian continuera ses activités
auprès de l’exécutif de la section RCN.
Comme directrice des affaires francophones,
Carolyne sera aussi la présidente du comité
qui va étudier la création d’une section
francophone pancanadienne.
De plus, Anna reprend du service
comme présidente du comité des affaires
francophones au national. (Il s’agit d’un
poste différent de celui de Carolyne.)
Enfin, Gilles Villasco a proposé que
l’un des deux rédacteurs en chefs de Voix
active représente désormais les intérêts
des francophones. Dans l’histoire de
Voix active, le bulletin a en effet toujours

Le congrès 2010
été dirigé par deux rédacteurs en chef
uniquement de langue anglaise (cf. l’article
écrit par Gilles dans le premier numéro
de Voix active en ligne intitulé « Que mille
fleurs s’épanouissent dans Voix active! »).
Nous avons discuté une formulation plus
détaillée (ce réviseur doit avoir le français
comme langue maternelle, entre autres),
mais l’assemblée a voulu laisser la question
ouverte, et la formulation que Gilles a
originalement proposée a été adoptée : que
« les deux rédacteurs en chefs de Voix active
représentent les deux langues officielles du
Canada.»
Et les bonnes nouvelles ne viennent pas
seulement de Montréal. À l’AGA pour
la section Toronto au mois de mai, nous
avons voté en faveur de créer le poste nonexécutif et appointé de coordinateur des
affaires francophones. J’ai eu le plaisir d’être
appointée à ce poste à la réunion exécutive
du 14 juin.
Durant les mois et les années qui viennent,
j’espère créer des liens encore plus proches
avec nos collègues francophones dans
les autres sections et apporter davantage
de services à Toronto. Je crois que, tous
ensemble, nous pourrons créer un collectif
de réviseurs bilingues à Toronto et d’un
océan à l’autre! xxzxx
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Figuring out–and
explaining–relative
pronouns
By James Harbeck (Extracted from his conference presentation on “How to explain grammar”)

S

ay a client sends you a manuscript

in which you see this:

I must agree with whomever
wrote this.

The client is sure they are right. We need
to explain why it’s not—which means we
first need to sort out exactly why it’s not.
Let’s start with the parts. Subject: I.
Verb: must agree. Verb complement: a
prepositional phrase, headed by with.
Complement of the preposition: whomever
wrote this. If we used a pronoun, it would be:
I must agree with him.

So does that mean that the whomever
belongs in the accusative case, as it is? It’s
right after a preposition, after all. But what’s
this:
I must agree with whomever wrote
this.

It’s a verb. It’s not an infinitive. It’s an
inflected verb. This is a relative clause. The
whole clause replaces him. What does a
clause need? A subject and a predicate. Its
underlying structure:
he wrote this

12
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To make it a relative clause—a
complement phrase—we replace the
pronoun with a relative pronoun:
who wrote this

And then add the ever:
whoever wrote this

So the sentence should be:
I must agree with whoever wrote
this.

Now, how do we explain this? We want
to drive home the idea that the whole
subordinate clause is the object, and that
within it we have to have a subject to go
with the verb. The explanation we just
worked out may work for some people. We
can also try moving bits around to display
the parts:
Whoever wrote this, I must agree
with them.

Or a more common colloquial example:
There’s a beer here for whoever
wants it.

Or just trim off the ever to highlight the
mismatch in the original:

How to explain grammar
I must agree with whom wrote this.

Keep going until the author acquiesces!
A sentence that has relative clauses is like a
boat with a race track on it. The boat—the
whole sentence—may be moving, but each
car on the track—each clause—still needs a
driver: a subject.
Now here’s a sentence most of us will
agree with:
Comments on YouTube are generally
written by adolescents, most of
who are grossly immature and
barely coherent.

We’ll agree with the sentiment, I mean.
Will we agree with the form? Well, should
it be of who or of whom? Zero in on the
problem spot. You may see this:
who are grossly immature

But zoom out just a little:
of who are grossly immature

Of. We have a preposition. And every
preposition is the head of a prepositional
phrase. You know that what follows it is
a complement. An object. And you know
that it modifies what comes before it. So
what comes before it? Most. That’s the
subject of the clause.
most … are grossly immature
most [of them] are grossly
immature

How many of the commenters are
grossly immature? Most of them.

Since it’s a relative clause, the them
is replaced with the equivalent relative
pronoun whom:
most of whom are grossly immature

In a case like this, the key thing is to focus
on the essential bits: most … are, and the of
whom modifies most, and whom is the entire
object of the preposition of. So they’re
like two couples, but one couple is sitting
between the other couple. We don’t want
any partner-swapping!
Now how about this case, which has
flummoxed some noteworthy people:
Let she who is without error make
the first correction.

OK, what’s the main verb here? There
are three verbs: let, is, and make. We can see
that is is conjugated. But it’s also part of a
relative clause. How do you know? Because
of the relative pronoun:
who is without error

That’s transformed from:
she is without error

The who replaces the she in the clause.
Now, relative clauses are modifiers. This
clause modifies a noun – or, in this
sentence, a pronoun:
she who is without error

JULY 2010
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How to explain grammar
It modifies she. That means it’s a culde-sac off the main drag of the sentence.
Sentences are modular! You can lift out
these modifying bits! Let’s take it out to cut
to the essentials:
Let she … make the first correction.

Does that sound right? Which verb is
the main verb here? If she is the subject, it
needs a verb conjugated to match:
Let she … makes the first correction.

Oh yuck. No, no, it’s the let. Where’s
its subject? Dude, it’s an imperative. The
subject is implied. In English, we only
have second-person imperatives. This
let construction is a way of expressing a
third-person imperative when we lack the
inflectional means to do so. So let is short
for you let. You let whom? Her.
Let her make the first correction.

Stuff the rest back in:
Let her who is without error make
the first correction.

A lot, a lot, a lot of fixing grammar comes
down to making sure the bits all match. You
need your sentences to hit the streets with
their socks matching: having things that are
in the wrong form or the wrong place is like
having mismatched socks. xxzxx
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Two-minute
yoga magic
By Christa Bedwin

I

enjoyed the conference

I presented
about yoga for editors.
It was rewarding and
a feel-good time
all around. Ideas
and practices
were shared,
myths discussed
and dashed by
knowledgeable
instant factchecks of the
kind I’ve come
to expect of
my EAC peers.
For copying
presenter
Debra
session

Huron’s example, I’ve put up a blog with
the yoga handout on it, which you can
access at http://yogaforeditors.posterous.com.
Before the fact, I had airy-fairy ideas
of bringing yoga to the masses with my
conference session (that is, people who
had never tried it before, or who aren’t
practising), but instead, I realized that there
is quite a community of EACers who
already do yoga and other physical practices.
Great! Please feel free to comment and
share on the blog (some people already
have). That’s what it’s about! Yoga is such
a magical and powerful tool, that slipping
two minutes here, and two minutes there,
can have a great effect on your health. You
don’t need to change your clothes, and you
don’t need to work up a sweat. The magic
will still work.
I was recently chatting to a friend from
India about going to yoga class, and
expecting to be sweaty afterward. He
was quite astonished. “Yoga shouldn’t
make you sweat!” he exclaimed (and
he grew up with the common regular
practice of asanas, or yoga postures, as
part of his culture). It doesn’t matter if
you’re overweight or underweight, if you

JULY 2010
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Two-minute yoga
have rheumatism or a wonky back... yoga
can certainly do something for you (And
did I mention: you don’t have to change
your clothes or get sweaty!). Below are four
general categories of magical moves:
• Twists help to detoxify
• Backbends help to invigorate
• Forward bends help to calm and focus
• Breathing cleanses and revives
Two-minute pose
Try this one right now. Sit up tall in your
chair with your hips square. Rotate your
shoulders and spine evenly (and painlessly—
listening to your own body is absolutely
essential) to the right. The longer you hold it,
the deeper into your tissues you’ll go. It will
reinvigorate you and it will wring out your
immune system (flushing your lymph and
circulating fluids that can pool in inactive
bodies) to help keep you healthy. Of course,
do the left side when you get a chance, too.
Do it every day! Why not? Don’t tell me you
don’t have time—it only takes two minutes!
If you’re falling asleep and need more
invigoration while editing, raise your arms,
elbows bent (kinda Kali-style, or with your
fingers touching your head) and twist side
to side. Breathe in on one direction, and
forcefully out through your nose while
twisting the other direction. Start slow, and
move faster and faster.
Wasn’t that easy? And in fact, of the eight
limbs of yoga, asanas, or physical postures,
is only one. (See http://www.yogajournal.com/
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basics/158 for more information on the eight
limbs of yoga... basically a fine prescription
for how to live a meaningful and healthy
life.) Never stay away from yoga class (or
decline to read my column, ha) because you
think yoga “might not be for you.” Yoga has
something for everybody.
Why yoga?
Like belly dancing and martial arts, the
reason the practice of yoga is 5000 years
old is that it gives a sensible, non-injurious
approach to a whole body workout. When
you get deeper into yoga, you’ll find ideas
for nutrition, interpersonal relations,
emotional health... and more, and more,
and more. I love tales I read of people
who went into yoga for the exercise and
accidentally discovered themselves and an
easy spirituality they never expected.
There is one other misconception I’d like
to clear up about yoga: It’s not at all about
showing off or looking good in lululemon.
I’m dismayed by the tales I hear from people
who say they were hurt by yoga (forceful
instructor or a lack of trust in their own
instincts about their own body) or by the
people who feel that they should stay away
because the classes are full of thin young
folks in tight togs. Why not start at home,
then?
The First Principle: Yoga is for you, yourself.
Don’t do it to show off to anybody else.
Discount, absolutely and immediately,
any advice that does not ring true for you.

Two-minute yoga
Any instructor who tells you that there is one and
only one way to do a pose, or tries to tell you to do
something that hurts, does not know very much at
all. You and only you are the expert on your own
body. Yoga is a time for you to get reacquainted
with yourself.
For example, I never force my body into lotus
pose (the classic pose that has you sit cross-legged
with feet on top of thighs), because it does not feel
good on my knees. However, after consultation
with a physiotherapist, I know that straight-legged
stretches, even if they hurt a little occasionally, and
sitting on my heels (a position that took me several
months of working on it to be able to do, after
more than a decade of bad knees) helps my knees
to stay healthy. Always pay attention to pain in
your body to moderate any pose, and never use the
person beside you to gauge your own success.
At first, I thought it seemed fairly selfish to
pamper myself with yoga class, and I asked my
teacher-training instructors about it. They had a
sensible answer: yoga restores you, and then allows
you to give the world more of your ultimate gift—
yourself.
Check in with your body and your mind, your
spirit and your emotions, and be totally selfish and
self-centred during your yoga practice!! It’s totally
okay, because the centering and nurturing that you
do for yourself during the time you spend “on the
mat” can help you to be a healthier, more loving
and giving person off the mat.
I’m fairly certain we could put together a preconference yoga gathering/teaching session next
year in Vancouver—show your interest/support by
checking in with me or at the blog. xzxx

The First Principle:
Yoga is for you, yourself.
Don’t do it to show off
to anybody else.
Never stay away from
yoga class ... because
you think yoga “might
not be for you.” Yoga
has something for
everybody.
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rammar
food
for
thought
An editor’s observations on grammar and usage
The editor as
subject expert
By Freya Godard
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L

ike many editors,

I often edit manuscripts about
specialized subjects in which I am by no means
an expert—such as psychology or sociology or
economics—but occasionally I encounter a manuscript that
talks about language, and then I am in a position to judge the
content and sometimes to suggest substantive changes. Such
was the case with a university textbook I edited recently that
explained how to write essays, theses, book reviews, and so on
in a particular field of study.
Whereas the advice about research, citations, organization
of ideas, illustrative material, and paragraph structure was
sound and, in some cases, extremely complete, the sections
on grammar, diction, usage, and punctuation left much to be
desired.
The book advised its readers to use short words, without
ever explaining that the length of words is calculated by the
number of syllables or suggesting what constitutes a long
or short word. (Nor did the book itself set an example to
be emulated since the author had almost invariably chosen
the longest possible word in his own writing.) I was strongly
tempted to suggest a list of commonly overused long words,
together with short alternatives, but refrained because the
manuscript was supposedly “fairly clean” (it was a new edition
of a pre-existing, non-Canadian book), and I was being paid
accordingly.
The students were warned to avoid jargon, but no examples
were given. Similarly, the author recommended the use of
short sentences without suggesting what constitutes a short
sentence. He also urged the students to use correct grammar
and to ask a friend to read the essay aloud, whereupon most

Food for thought
grammatical mistakes would become
evident – a suggestion that seemed more
like wishful thinking than practical advice.
In any case, no specific grammatical
mistakes were mentioned. If I had been
asked to expand that section, I would have
suggested that the author describe a few
common grammatical mistakes, such as
dangling participles, misplaced modifiers,
faulty parallelism, lack of agreement
between subject and verb, and whatever
mistakes the author encountered most
often in his own students’ work.
When it comes to punctuation, the
book was slightly more complete; in fact it
devoted several pages to that subject, giving
examples and vague, non-grammatical rules.
The uses of the comma, for example, were
explained as follows: a comma (1) “breaks
up long sentences”; (2) “shows a pause or
natural separation of ideas”; (3) “precedes
linking words such as ‘but’, ‘so’, ‘hence’,
and ‘whereas’”; (4) “separates the items
in a list”; and (5) “brackets or separates
information in a sentence.” (The last point
refers to parenthetical expressions and
appositives.) In fairness, it should be said
that all the examples were correct, but
obviously the explanations were unhelpful,
far from complete, or misleading. Here,
I couldn’t refrain from tidying up those
rules by, for example, turning the first
point into the use of a comma after a long
introductory phrase or clause and, in the
second, explaining compound sentences

and coordinate conjunctions. Of course it
can’t be expected that a book of this kind
will go into the detail found in a grammar
or style guide (Chicago devotes 15 pages to
commas), but the uses that are mentioned
should at least be described correctly
and clearly. Not surprisingly, the other
punctuation marks, whose uses are fewer
and comparatively straightforward, were
explained more accurately and clearly.
Over the years I’ve edited several books
that included—usually as a relatively
small part of the content—discussions
of grammar, usage, and punctuation. All
of them had the same weaknesses as the
book I’ve been describing. The reason, of
course, is that whereas academics in most
fields can be expected to give sensible and
correct advice about the organization of
an essay, research methods, the reference
style used in their subject, and other kinds
of academic paraphernalia, when it comes
to grammar, usage, and many of the rules
of punctuation, most of them will be far
outside their own field of expertise. If I
were in a position to advise such authors at
any early stage, I would urge them to have
the discussions of those topics written by
an expert in English and writing. Unless
that has been done, the moral for the editor
who receives the manuscript is to expect
those parts of the manuscript to need a
great deal more than stylistic and copy
editing. xzxx Copyright 2010 Freya Godard
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HST:

The bottom line
By Emily Dockrill Jones

F

ireworks weren’t the only thing

going up this Canada Day: July 1 marked
the debut of the harmonized sales tax
(HST) in Ontario and British Columbia, which
increased the tax paid on certain items.
Much debate has occurred in the last months
over whether this tax increase will mean more
harm or good for businesses and consumers.
Regardless of which side you’ve been on, the
reality is that this change is here, so you need to
know what it entails.
HST basics
Harmonized sales tax is simply a combination of
provincial sales tax (PST) and the federal goods
and services tax (GST). It is NOT an additional
tax.
In Ontario, PST is 8 per cent, so when
combined with GST of 5 per cent, it will yield
HST of 13 per cent. This is the same amount
already paid on most goods and services, so
the only real difference is that it will show up
on receipts as a single charge and will be paid
entirely to the federal government. In fact,
according to the Ontario Ministry of Revenue,
83 per cent of products and services will
experience no change in their tax status.
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Changes under HST
Of the 17 per cent of products and
services whose tax status is changing, the
following are most pertinent to editors:
• Internet access
• Computer software
• Transportation (taxis; air, bus, and
rail fares for domestic transport
originating in Ontario; and gas/
diesel fuel)
• Magazine subscriptions
• Heating and power
• Home repair service calls (computer
repair, TV/cable repair, etc.)

HST
Each of these products or
services either was previously
exempt from PST or had less
than 8 per cent PST applied,
but will be fully taxed under
HST (13 per cent), meaning a
modest increase in total cost.
It’s not all bad news, though.
The introduction of HST will
actually reduce the amount of
tax paid on movie tickets and
alcohol, so taking a break, at
least, will be a bit cheaper.
Place of supply rules
and HST
Because Ontario is now a
participating province (a
province that charges HST as
opposed to GST only), place
of supply rules will determine
when and if HST is charged
on services, including writing,
editing, and translation.
Basically, place of supply is
determined by the recipient’s
(a.k.a. the client’s) location.
So, HST applies only if the
client’s address is in Ontario or
another participating province
(British Columbia, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and
Newfoundland & Labrador).
Otherwise, only GST is
charged.

HST resources
There are numerous websites to help consumers and
business owners make a smooth transition to HST. Here
are just a few:
• http://hstontario.com/
(general information on HST in Ontario)
• http://www.taxtips.ca/gst/onhst.htm
(general information on HST in Ontario)
• http://taxharmonization.on.ca/faq
(general information on HST in Ontario)
• http://www.taxtips.ca/gst/placeofsupplyservices.htm
(place of supply rules under HST)
• http://www.rev.gov.on.ca/en/taxchange/taxable.html
(what’s taxable under HST)
• http://www.rev.gov.on.ca/en/taxchange/transition.html
(preparing your business for HST)
• http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/gncy/hrmnztn/on/menu-eng.html
(CRA’s notes on HST in Ontario)
As with any financial matter, especially one that affects
your business, consulting an accountant can help ensure
you understand and enact the changes properly, avoiding
annoying and potentially costly mistakes. xzxx
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Networking

Networking: Your guide to
what’s going on
			

Readings

Notices

Art Bar Reading Series

Those interested in meeting west of
Toronto (specifically in southwest
Mississauga or east Oakville) from 10:30
AM to 11:30 AM (date TBA depending
on interest) to network and brainstorm
new editing contract opportunities, please
contact Elizabeth Groskorth directly at
eagroskorth@editors.ca.

www.artbar.org/calendar.html

This reading series typically features three
poets and an open stage at the end. Tuesday,
July 13 is Open Stage Night with Stephen
Humphrey.
When: Tuesdays, July 6, 13, 20, 27, and
August 3, 10, 17, 24, and 31 at 8 pm
Where: Clinton’s, 693 Bloor Street West,
Toronto
Cost: Donations appreciated
Toronto Romance Writers
www.torontoromancewriters.com

Seminars for romance writers:
How to Plot Your Novel to Keep Readers
Turning the Pages. This workshop builds
plotting skills for authors who want help
keeping the pace of their manuscripts
consistent.
When: Saturday, August 14, 1–4 pm
Where: North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge Street, Toronto
Contact: Email torontoromancewriters@yahoo.com
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This fall, the Toronto branch will once
again be participating in Word on the Street
(Sunday, September 26) and the Eden Mills
Writers’ Festival (Sunday, September 19).
These are both excellent opportunities to
promote the benefits of EAC membership
and the profession of editing, while getting
to know fellow members and be a part of
these popular events. If you’re interested
in volunteering for either of these events,
please contact PR chair Gavin Elliott at
toronto_br_pr_chair@editors.ca.

Wordplay
By James Harbeck

Just Deserts

T

here are times when your surety

over what the right form of a word
is just deserts you. In place of the
usual fertile ground of your linguistic
knowledge you find just deserts. Language
may usually be a well-earned piece of
cake for you, but sometimes there are no
just desserts: instead, you are just stressed
backward and distressed in the mix. You
have worked so hard to know your
language; where are your just deserts?
Often such an occasion will occur when
an idiomatic phrase makes use of a word
that simply isn’t used anymore—a word,
moreover, that is similar to another, stillcommon word. There are many such
cases in English, and they often lead to
misconjectural reconstruals that seem to
make more sense, what are called eggcorns,
from the misconstrual of acorn. Eggcorns
can even occur with phrases that use
common words but in less-obvious ways.
Common examples of eggcorns include veil

of tears, deep-seeded, short-sided, slight of hand,
pawn off, high dungeon, vocal chords, straight-laced,
short shift, give up the goat, preying mantis, without
further adieu, trite and true...and just desserts.
The problem with just deserts, which is the
original form, is that the word deserts—with
the stress on the second syllable—simply
isn’t used anymore; it has deserted the
language, or the language has deserted it,
and, honestly, it may be deserved. It served
its purpose and now it has largely been
cleared from the banquet of words...except
in one idiomatic usage.
And if you can’t help but think of food
when you hear this word, well, it does serve
that turn in its way. It comes from French
but its root is Latin deservir, to serve well,
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Just deserts
which is, of course, the root
of its sibling word, deserve.
In its turn, deservir comes
from de, meaning “to the
bottom” or “completely”—
as in declare, denude, deplore,
despoil, decoct, and deliquesce—
and servir, “serve.” The
meaning transferred from
serving well to what you get
for serving well.
And if you have been
served well—at a banquet,
for instance—then the next thing will be
for the dishes to be cleared, or dis-served:
Latin disservir, “de-serve, clear away.” What
is served at the time of clearing away? You
certainly hope it will be dessert—from
French, from Latin disservir, transferring
from the clearing of the dishes to what is
served last—or you will have been done a
disservice.
So dessert is the end of the meal, and the
whole service is thereafter reset. And if in
the end you get your proper end, what is
coming to you, it seems reasonable enough
that it would be your just desserts, doesn’t
it? The cherry on top, the icing on your
cake—savoy truffle, perhaps, as the Beatles
sang, but heed their warning: “You know
that what you eat you are, but what is sweet
now, turns so sour.”
So it’s hardly surprising that just desserts is
now more common than just deserts. We’re
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seeing a change in progress,
and why not? It wouldn’t be
the first eggcorn to become an
accepted version of a phrase,
even by those to the manor
born. (Or should I say, as
Shakespeare did, to the manner
born.)
And, of course, the punning
use of the phrase only further
helps it to be established.
There are, after all, numerous
eating establishments called
Just Desserts. (Torontonians will think
immediately of an innocent-bystander
shooting that happened at one such in 1994;
the following trial was lengthy and nasty, but
the killer did get what he deserved.) It would
seem that what is trite has a way of being
taken as true.
If you’re curious about the origins of
desert, the dry place, or desert, the act of
abandoning, they both come ultimately
from Latin deserere, “sever ties with, leave,
abandon.” They thus have little in common
with dessert, aside from that you are likely to
desert a table after dessert, and that standard
English spelling pronunciation rules seem
to have deserted all of them at the middle
fricative.
Those with a taste for more eggcorns
will like “My veil of tears”, http://sesquiotic.
wordpress.com/2010/06/02/my-veil-of-tears/. xxzxx
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